Relationship between smoking, white blood cell count and metabolic syndrome in Japanese women.
We found that cigarette smoking increased white blood cell count, and individuals which increased white blood cell count more likely to have metabolic syndrome in Japanese men. We investigated whether similar relationship can be observed also in women. We analyzed the data from 16,383 Japanese women who underwent general health screening. Age-adjusted logistic regression analysis showed that current smoking was positively associated with a highest white blood cell count quartile with an odds ratio of 2.40 (95% CI: 2.16-2.68, P<0.0001). The white blood cell count showed a graded association with metabolic syndrome. On the other hand, the association between current smoking and metabolic syndrome was no longer significant after subdividing the individuals into groups according to the white blood cell quartile. These data collectively suggested that the association between current smoking and metabolic syndrome is heavily confounded by certain factors that increase the circulating white blood cell count in Japanese women, as in men.